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I. PFUXIMINAHI~~ 
Denote G a finite group. Then we consider the group n(G) consisting of 
all one-to-one mappings of the group G onto itself that can be represented by 
monomials u1xilasxx”2 a.0 a$~r, i . These mappings obviously form a sub- 
group of the group So of all one-to-one mappings of the group G onto itself, 
that is the group of all permutations on the group G. It follows by a theorem 
of Frohlich ([2], Th corem 2.4) that for cardinality ] G 1 > 3 this subgroup 
coincides with the group So if and only if G is a simple non-Abelian group. 
Conversely, we call a monomial a@ *a* a$~,-, invertible if the 
map x + ~$1 **a +&zr+i is one-to-one; that means a$l *=* u,.x%z~.;.~ repre- 
sents some clement of n(G). 
In previous papers ([4]-[6]) we have tried to compute the group n(G) 
in terms of G. For instance, G supersolvable implies n(G) solvable. Convers- 
ely, some classes of groups can be characterized by properties of n(G). We 
mention two results: G is Abelian if and only if all mappings of n(G) can be 
represented by monomials &. Here only the first implication needs a proof 
(see [5]). If (I G I ,6) = 1, so G is nilpotent of class 2 if and only if all map- 
pings of n(G) can be represented by monomials uxkb. This theorem due to 
II. Lausch [6] is forthcoming. A simple but useful remark is the following: 
LEMMA 1. If 9 : G -F H is un epimar$hism of groups t&n the 
map n(8) : n(G) + n(H) dejined by n(9) al.& *** ~,&a,+, == &z&l ..* ~!JupWu,.+, 
is a homomorphism. 
Note that, in general, we do not know whether n(9) is also an epimorphism. 
In this paper we study some relations between the sum of exponents, 
em = z1 -+ i, .-j- *.f + i, , of a monomial and its invertibility. Here an essen- 
tial role plays the exponent exG of a group G, that is the least common 
multiple of the orders of the elements of the group G. Our first goal is the 
following simple result. 
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THEOREM 1. If G is nilpotent, then a monomial %xil *em a,xiTap+I is invert- 
ible if and only if (exs, exG) = 1. 
Proof. For completion we repeat the short proof given in [4]. We use 
induction on the class c(G). For c(G) = 1 the group is Abelian and the theo- 
rem obvious.If Z(G) is the center of G and i? the natural epimorphism from G 
onto G/Z(G), we know n(8) n(G) C n(G/Z(G)) and furthermore 
c( G/2( G)) = c(G) - 1. Let q(x) = aIx’l *** a+&a,+, invertible so is n(8) q(x) 
and (exs, exG/Z(G)) = 1 by induction. Clearly (exs, exG) = 1 by the Sylow 
theorems. Conversely, if v(x) = alxil a** a,&a,,, satisfies (exs, exG) = I, 
then n(8) p(x) satisfies (exs, exG(Z(G)) = 1 and is invertible by induction. 
That is, y + x mod Z(G) implies p;(y) + 9;(x) mod Z(G) and therefore 
y(y) # q(x). If y = x mod Z(G), we write y = zx for some x E Z(G) and 
q(x) = dy) would imply p)(x) = x”“p)(x) and hence Zeus = 1, therefore 
z = 1 and x = y. We always conclude y # x implies y(y) # v(x) and v(x) 
is invertible. 
COROLLARY 1. If G is nilpotent, n(8) as defined in Lemma 1 is an epimor- 
phkm. 
2. A CHARACTERIZATION OF NILPOTENT GROUPS 
Now we claim the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. If G is not nilpotent then there always edits a monomial 
a,xil *-* a,.xira,+I with (exs, exG) = 1 that is not invertible. 
The proof runs in several steps which we formulate in various lemmas. 
First we reduce the proof to a special class of groups distinguishing two cases. 
Case 1. All maximal subgroups of G are nilpotent. By the Iwasawa 
theorem [3] we conclude G = PQ, P E Syl, (G), Q E Syl, (G), Q 4 G, P 
cyclic and p, q different primes, hence G = Q x p P, i.e., G is the semidirect 
product of Q by P with homomorphism ~1 ([7], Chapter 9.2). 
Case 2. There exists a maximal subgroup M of G that is not 
nilpotent. Now let us assume that we already have found a monomial 
y(x) = mIxi -a* m+rm,+, over M that is not invertible but satisfies 
(exs, exM) = 1. We solve the congruence 
6 = 0 (mod exM), 
5 = 1 - exs(mod exG[exM(exG exM-I, exM)]-l. 
Then the monomial x$(x) is not invertible but its sum of exponents 6 + exs 
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is coprime to exG by construction. Now it is obvious by induction on the 
cardinality j G ) that we have only to consider Case 1. 
LEMMA 2. The conditions of case I hold. If the theorem is true for 0 X, P 
with Q elementary abelian q-group it is true for all Q x p P. 
Proof. We consider the epimorphism T : Q x II P -+ (Q/Fr Q) x0 P 
where Fr Q denotes the Frattini subgroup of Q defined by 
and 
T(W, r> = (w + Fr Q, n) 
(px) [w + Fr Q] = [(,uT) w] + Fr Q 
Here w and r denote the elements of the group Q and P, respectively. The 
function ,E : P--f Aut (Q/Fr Q) is well defined, because from w, = w mod Fr Q 
we conclude (CL 7 or = (prr) w mod Fr Q by the property of Fr Q to be char- ) 
acteristic subgroup in G. Furthermore $P is in fact an endomorphism of 
Q/Fr Q and by ker fir = {w f Fr Q/&r) w E Fr Q> = (1) it is an auto- 
morphism. The simple calculation 
T(W, r) 7(w1 , rl) = (w + Fr Q, nfT) - (q i- Fr Q, x1) 
= ((w + Fr Q) (p-4 (wl i- Fr Qh ~4 
= (4~4 a1 -+ Fr Q, ml) 
shows 7 a homomorphism. 
p cannot be trivial, otherwise Q/Fr Q xp P would be Abelian in virtue of 
Q/Fr Q being elementary Abelian. In this case G’ C Fr Q C Fr G (for the 
last inclusion see [7j, Theorem 7.3.17) and G would be nilpotent. If we take 
the theorem granted for the special case Q x ~ P, Q elementary-Abelian and P 
cyclic, we can assign to (Q/Fr Q) xp P a monomial p?(x) with 
(exs, ex(Q/FrQ xir P)) = 1 and q(x) not invertible. Take any monomial 
e(x) which is mapped by r T canonically onto q(x) and has equal sum of 
exponents, we easily see that G(x) has the required property. 
LEMMA 3. If Q is an elementary Abehim q-group and P a cyclic p-group 
with p # q take any semidirect product Q X, P that is not direct, therefore 
Q x,‘ P is not nilpotent. In such a group there always exists a monomial satzk- 
fying (i) v(x) is not invertible and (ii) exs is coprim to p and q. 
Proof. We take Q as an additively written vector space over the residue 
field 2,. w denotes elements of Q, r of P, but we always identify the elements 
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(w, 1) and (0, rr> of the semidirect product with w and W, respectively. We 
choose a m E P with ~?TW # wrr. This v we fix for the rest of the proof. Then 
+wrr = Aw, with A a matrix, because Q is normal in Q X, P. The order of 
A is pv and A -f I? (the unity matrix) in virtue of Q x lr P not being a direct 
product. By a lemma, the proof of which will be given later, there exists an 
eigenvalue h, h -+ 1 mod q, in some extension of 2,. Therefore we can 
choose an integral polynomial, irreducible over 2, with coefficients Ui > 0, 
f(x) = u, + UIX + *** + UkXk (say) 
with the following properties: 
(i) f(h) + 0 mod q, 
(ii) f(1) = u0 + u1 -1 ... + ulc = t with t + 0 mod q. 
Since f(A) = 0 it is plain that f(A) = u,E + *.* + ukAk has the eigenvalue 
f(h) and is therefore singular. Hence we can find an w # 0 withf(A) w = 0. 
Now we choose a solution of the congruence 
m. =Omodq, 
m=--+lmodP, 
and consider the monomial 
v(x) = x~x~o~-‘xw+-l . . . xw&; 
hence evidently 
Pp, 1)) = (0, 1). 
Besides this, we have 
q(w) = (uow) 7+(z+w) 77-l *.* (UkelW) 7rl(UkW) ?rk 
= ((uow) + u,Aw) T-* ..e (u~-~w) +(ukw) 4 
= (uow + yAw + uJA2w) T+ ... 
. . . 
=f(A) on-k& = (0, 1). 
So we have shown p)(w) = d(O, 1)) f or an w # (0, I), and therefore dzc) is 
not invertible. To make the proof complete we prove 
LEMMAS. LetAbeamatrixoverZ,,A#E,ofordkrpand(p,q)==l; 
there exists an e.igenvaL,alue X of A which U not congruent 1 mod q. 
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Proof. The Jordan canonical form of A which is equivalent to A may 
look like 
]= 
If all eigenvalues of j are 1 mod q the Bi are shaped like (see [I]) 
Bi = 
therefore 
( 0 1 1 0 1 *.* 0 1 
but 
for (p, q) =: 1. 
Theorem 2 leads to an immediate corollary: 
COROLLARY 2. A jinite group G is dpotent if and only if all monomials 
aIxil --- a$7 with (exs, exG) == 1 are invertible. 
Xote that this result cannot be weakened in the following sense: If, for a 
group G, all invertible monomials satisfy (exs, exG) =.. I, then the group 
must be nilpotent. Simple counterexamples can be given, which lead to the 
developments of the next section. 
3. SOME FURTHER RFSULTS 
The counter-examples mentioned are all based on the following remark: 
LEMMA 5. If a monomial is invertible and there exists a normal subgroup 
N in G with G/N being niZpotent, the condition (exs, ex(GlN)) == 1 holds. 
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Proof. Follows at once by Lemma 1, which states that every invertible 
monomial remains invertible in any factor group, and by Theorem I. There- 
fore simple counterexamples are obtained by any extension of a nonnilpotent 
group by a nilpotent group with the same exponent. 
DEFINITION. A prime p is called G-allowable if 
(i) p f exG or 
(ii) p / exG and there does not exist a normal subgroup N Q G with G/N 
nilpotent and p/ex( G/N). 
LEMMA 6. If p is G-allowable, so p k H-allowable for any homomorphic 
image of G. 
Proof. Assume (i) p f exG =z- p+ exH. If in contradiction (ii) p 1 exG 
we distinguish the cases p { exll and p 1 exH. If now p / ex(H/M) for some 
nilpotent factor group, by the isomorphism theorem follows p / ex(G/N) 
with G/N ‘v H/M. In view of Corollary 2 and Lemma 5 we indicate the 
following conjecture: If a prime p is G-allowable, then there exists always an 
invertible monomial alxil a** a,xira,,, with pjexs. 
This conjecture is true for a nilpotent group G in a rather obvious way. 
The next theorems give further examples. 
THEOREM 3. Let Q be an Abelian group of odd order and C, the cyclic group 
of order 2. Consider the group G = Q x p C, defined b p : C, -+ Aut Q via 
/.41 =(w-+w) 
pa = (w + - w) 
where C, = (1, a> and Q = (wl , wp ,..., wlo,> is additively written. For every 
odd prime p there extits an invertible monomial for G with p / exs. 
Proof. Note that in this case every odd prime is G-allowable. Calculating 
in the semidirect-product representation we check 
(5, x)i (w, a) (E, x) =I (f + x4 -t Xi-l6 + xiw + xiaE, ax++l), 
therefore this monomial yields the following map: 
(t, 1) - ((i - 1) 5 + w, a), 
(8, a> -+ (5 + w, 1). 
Hence the monomial x*(w, a) x is invertible if and only if (i - 1, exQ) = 1. 
Now exs = i + 1 and simple number-theoretical considerations establish 
the desired result. 
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THEOREM 4. If G is a simpb non-Abelian group, every mupping G + G 
can be represented 6y a monomial -with exs = 0. 
Proof. There is no loss in generality in restricting to mappings 
f : G--f G with f(1) = 1. A theorem of Frohlich ([2], Theorem 2.4) asserts 
that this mapping can be expressed as a monomial. A moment’s thought 
shows that the set of all monomials with exs = 0 forms a two-sided module in 
the nearring of all maps fixing the unit. This module is not trivial, e.g.. 
axa-lx-l provides an example, therefore by another result of Frohlich ([2], 
Theorem 3.1) this module coincides with the nearring. 
In particular, all one-to-one mappings of G onto itself can be represented 
by monomials with exs = 0. The fact that, for G simple, non-Abelian every 
prime is G-allowable in this case, verifies the conjecture in a rather lucid way. 
As a third example we state 
THEOREM 5. If G is any extension of a simple non-Abel&t group N 6y an 
Abelian group A, and p G-allowable, then each element of n(G) can be repre- 
sented 6y a monomial with p,iexs. 
Sketch of Proof. In analogy to the paper of Frohlich [2], we consider the 
nearring R(G), generated by the inner automorphisms of G. One shows that 
the two-sided ideal n = {f E R(G) 1 f(G) C N) has the decomposition 
n”=@N 
ICI-1 
into ) G 1 - 1 copies of AT. Similar to our Theorem 4, it appears that all 
elements of n can be represented by monomials with exs = 0. Clearly, 
u*(G) C x’m + -a. + x’m, 
where u*(G) = u(G)n R(G) and the rl ,..., Y, form a reduced residue 
system mod exA. 
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